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(from left to right)

Row 1
Lillian Ginoza
Candis Cousins
Daniel Brent
Theodore "Ted" Raphael
Antoinette "Toni" Devereaux
Frances Genta Killelea

Row 2
Elizabeth "Betsy" Rodgers Allen
Helen Goldman Wright
Jeanne Hoffman Berger
Mary "Molly" Horst Raphael
Jennifer "Jenni" Horn Browning
Nancy Hawley Morrison

Row 3
Beth Bonnar Branigan
Carl Brown
Peter Miller
Timothy "Tim" Hurson
Helen Dart
Thomas "Tom" Gregory

Row 4
Mark Jaffee
David Middaugh
Christopher "Chris" Queen
Joseph Powell
Wesley Grantham
Elizabeth "Lisa" Tracy

Row 5
Kenneth "Ken" Gass
Christopher "Chris" Browning
Lee Drickamer
Richard Heiberger